In a continuous system, magnetic skyrmions are characterized by an integer-valued topological index, often referred to as the topological charge. However, this topological concept is not applicable to the energetically stabilized magnetic structures of discrete lattices. In this work, we apply a quantized spin model to a Fe0.5Co0.5Si-Like quasi-two-dimensional ferromagnetic system with both Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya and Heisenberg-exchange interactions. We show that under a weak perpendicular magnetic field, not only skyrmion crystal of hexagonal-close-packed pattern is induced, but the topological charge of each skyrmion demonstrates a range of field-dependent non-integer values, showing the strong quantum effects unaccounted for by previous studies on continuous systems. Yet this spin model when scaled to the classical limit can qualitatively reproduce the experimental results of skyrmion crystals with long periodicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Skyrmions, a novel type of topological magnetic structures observed in solids, have attracted great research interest due to their exotic physical properties, scientific merit and potential applications in modern technology [1] [2] [3] [4] . The concept of skyrmion was originally introduced in nuclear physics to describe a localized, particlelike configuration in field theory about half century ago [5] . However, these topological structures were lately predicted to exist in magnetic materials based on micromagnetic model [6, 7] , and experimentally observed in bulk materials, such as MnSi with the B20 crystal structure [8, 9] , Fe 1−x Co x Si and FeGe thin films [10, 11] , multi-layer systems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , as well as insulating magnet Cu 2 OSeO 3 [18] . A magnetic skyrmion crystal (SkX) usually appears in materials where the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) exists [19, 20] . This chiral interaction occurs in the systems with broken structural inversion symmetry, and is present at the surfaces of thin films or the interfaces of multi-layers. Since transitionmetal interfaces are essential in spintronic devices, the discovery of SkX on these interfaces [14] [15] [16] has aroused great interest in using them as novel device concepts [21, 22] .
In three-dimensional (3D) materials, SkX is usually stable in a rather narrow T -region immediately below the transition temperature as observed in neutron scattering experiment conducted on MnSi bulk magnet [8] . How-ever in two-dimensional (2D) systems, SkX can exist over a wide temperature region [11, 23] . For instance, using Lorentz transmission electron microscopy, Yu et al. observed that the SkX in the Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si thin film persists down to almost zero temperature when placed in an external magnetic field [10] , and the skyrmions form the hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) pattern with a periodicity of 90 nm.
So far, various descriptions for magnetic skyrmions have been proposed. However, most of them include the notion of topology as defined in micromagnetics where the continuous model is used. Thus, magnetic skyrmions can be described with a non-zero integer value of the topological index, referred to as the topological charge, or the winding number, or the topological quantum number although it in fact has nothing to do with quantum theory or quantum phenomena. The topological charge of the field can be expressed as
where m represents a local magnetic moment in the thin film, and the integral is taken over the space occupied by the skyrmion. Strictly speaking, this physical concept represents an ideal magnetic configuration, in which the spins in a magnetic film are all orthogonal to the film plane, except a specific region where the spins progressively turn over to an orientation that is antiparallel to those in the rest of the plane. However, one must bear in mind that the concept of topology can only be rigorously applied to continuous fields, so it may be misleading to apply the concept of topology to infer the stable spin structures existing in discontinuous magnetic systems [24] . At a size-scale less than a few nanometers, the spin textures of magnetic materials is not continuous any longer due to the discretization of the atomic lattice. As recently observed in experiments, the skyrmions formed at interfaces are often a few nanometers in diameter [14, 17, 25, 26] , and it is these small skyrmions that are of great importance in technological applications. Obviously, the topological charges of these skyrmions, provided that one still prefers the classical concept, cannot be integers, and the true magnetic structures are naturally different from those derived with the micromagnetic model. That is, in these cases, the continuous model is inadequate, a discrete model must be employed.
For the above reasons, we carry out simulations on a Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si-like thin film, a quasi-2D system roughly, in the present work by means of a quantum computational method which we develop in recent years [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Following the similar methodology [10] , we model the thin film as a 2D magnetic monolayer, and impose the periodic boundary conditions to mimic the quasi-infinite size. We find from our computational results that: in the absence of external magnetic field, the helical texture is the ground state of the system; while a weak magnetic field is applied normal to the monolayer, SkX of the hexagonalclosely-packed (HCP) structure is induced [10] ; the periodic distances for the helical and SkX states agree well with the thery [10] ; the topological quantum number of a spin complex consisting of a skyrmion and its neighboring area is around -0.8, thus the winding number of a skyrmion cannot be an integer, showing the strong effects of quantum phenomena [24] ; as the field strength is increased and temperature changes, the SkX texture can be rotated or/and deformed, and the SkX periodicity enlarged; when the external field is sufficiently strong, a skyrmion plus helix phase appears, which looks very complicated but still symmetric geometrically; with increasing external magnetic field, the spin texture evolves, and the system finally becomes ferromagnetic as expected.
II. THE QUANTUM COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH AND RELATED THEORY
The quantum computational model employed in the present work has been described in details in our published papers [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . In the model, spins are quantum operators instead of classical vectors, and all physical quantities are strictly calculated with quantum formulas. To ensure correct convergence, simulations are usually started from a random spin configuration, that is, above the magnetic transition temperature, T M , then carried out stepwise down to very low temperatures.
To simplify the model, a quasi-2D system like Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si thin film can be modelled as a monolayer ferromagnet with the square unit cell structure [10] , and its Hamiltonian is expressed as
Here, the the first two terms represent the Heisenberg exchange and DM interactions with the strengths of J ij and D ij between a pair of spins at the i-and j−th lattice sites, respectively, and < ij > means that these interactions are limited between the nearest neighboring spins; the third term stands for the uniaxial anisotropy assumed to be perpendicular to the monolayer plane, and the last one denotes the Zeeman energy of the 2D system within an applied magnetic field. The periodical length λ 0 of the spin texture observed in the Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si film plane is around 90 nm [10] , and the lattice parameter a is estimated to be 0.45 nm [32] . Thus, the nearest pair of skyrmions are about 200a apart. In order to display the calculated SkX texture for the Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si film, the spin wavelength λ was assigned to 10 by Yu et al. in their Monte Carlo simulations [10] . In this scaled model, λ is measured in the unit of the sidelength of a grid, and each grid contains n × n spins where n = λ 0 /(λa) if both λ 0 /a and λ are much larger than 1 [33] . Theoretically speacking, the periodic distance of the vortical texture is determined by the Heisenberg exchange and DM interaction strengths [10] ,
So, once λ is given, the ratio D/J can be calculated with this formulae.
For a discrete spin model, the topological charge density of a skyrmion at the i-th site can be expressed as
The summation of this density over all spins of the lattice gives the total winding number. Thus, the topological charge for one skyrmion can be obtained by dividing the sum, i ρ i , with the total number of the skyrmions observed in the lattice [34] . On the other hand, the helicity of a skyrmion or helical texture, that is attributed to the relativistic spin-orbital coupling, is defined as [35, 36] 
The sign and the magnitude of γ reflect the swirling direction (right-handed or left-handed), and degree of a chiral spin structure.
III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
When the spin wavelength λ is assigned to 10, the ratio D/J is then determined to be 1.02733 according to Eq.(3). This value is used in all our simulations done for a 30×30 square lattice with the periodical boundary conditions imposed. For simplicity, we further choose J /k B = 1 K. That is, all physical quantities are scaled with the exchange strength J and k B .
A. The Ground Helical State in the Absence of External Magnetic Field
We notice from our calculated results that, in the absence of external magnetic field, the helical texture is spontaneously formed below the transition temperature, T M /J = 3.3, as shown in Figure 1 , where the xy component and z-contour of the calculated spin structure are both projected onto the film plane. It is interesting to find that the periodical lengths in the x and y direction are all equal to 10 in the unit of grid side length as theoretically predicted. In every spatial period, there exist two strips which are anti-parallel in the [-110] direction on the xy-plane, and across each period, the z-components of the spins change gradually from the minimum with the most negative value to the maximum, and then falls gradually down. This helical texture remains unchanged down to almost zero temperature, but the magnitudes of all three components increase gradually with decreasing temperature as expected.
B. Initial SkX Textures Induced by a Weak External Magnetic Field
When an external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the monolayer plane, the helical structure persists until the field is increased to 0.1 T. However, within the magnetic field of this strength, magnetic SkX can be induced at T /J = 3.2, which is immediately below the ferromagnetic phase, as displayed in Figure 2 (a). There, 18 skyrmions (printed in blue) are observed on the monolayer plane in form of hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) crystal structure, and they are all separated by shallow vortices (displayed in read). The two sides of this hexagon are parallel with the x-axis, so it is referred as 'regular' to distinguish it with those rotated and deformed hexagonal patterns. However, the external magnetic field is now too weak to stabilize the SkX structure. When temperature falls down to T /J = 0.31, the skyrmions and vortices are all deformed, they are elongated in the [-110] direction, but the whole spin texture still keeps the HCP pattern as shown in Figure 2 (b). As the temperature falls down further, the SkX texture disappears, and is replaced by the helical structure.
C. Typical SkX State Induced by Moderate External Magnetic Field
While the external magnetic field is further increased, a stable SkX phase appears over a broad temperature range. For instance, when B z = 0.11 T, SkX is observed in the temperature region T /J ≤ 3.2. Figure 3 rounded by four non-fully developed vortices. That is, the two sorts of spin structures, both are right-handed since D is positive, appear alternatively in the lattice plane; all skyrmions curl clockwise, while the vortices swirl anti-clockwise, so as to minimize the total (free) energy of the whole system. As expected, though the external magnetic field is applied along the z-axis, the spins inside the skyrmion cores align in the opposite direction. The increase in total energy incurred by these spins are offset by the surrounding vortices, where the spins have been rotated by the external field toward its orientation. When B z = 0.13 T, an extremely shallow vortex lattice is observed at T /J = 3.2 immediately below the transition temperature as displayed in Figure 4(a) . The xy projection of the vortex lattice looks somehow similar to that depicted in Figure 2 (a): 18 vortices curls clockwise, other 18 vortices swirl anti-clockwise, and the two sets of vortices appear alternatively on the xy-plane. It is naturally excepted that such shallow vortical lattices may be induced immediately below FM phase by external magnetic field of different strengths, but they can be easily destroyed by thermal disturbance, thus can hardly be seen in experiments. When T /J drops to 3.1, the regular HCP SkX appears, and this spin texture maintains over a wide temperature range until T /J = 1.3. While T /J ≤ 1.2, the SkX is found to be rotated clockwise for 6 o by the effective magnetic field. However, the whole spin structure still keeps HCP pattern as depicted in Figure 4 (b).
E. Evolution of SkX Texture Driven by Enhanced External Magnetic Field
At B z = 0.15 T, the same phenomena as just described are observed. In the temperature region 3.2 > T /J > 1.9, the spin texture is a SkX of regular HCP pattern. However, as temperature falls down below T /J = 1.9, the SkX texture is not only rotated, but also deformed as shown in Figure 5 (a).
As B z is increased to 0.17 T, the SkX is rotated by the effective magnetic field once it is formed immediately below the FM phase, and this spin texture persists from T /J = 3 down to very low temperature as shown in Figure 5(b) . However, now the HCP SkX pattern is not deformed, though every skyrmion has been enlarged, but the total number of skyrmions N s is now reduced to 15. Therefore, under the interaction of strong external magnetic field, Eq.(3) is not valid any longer. As shown in Figure 5 (c), when B z reaches 0.19 T, the SkX texture has been rotated clockwise further, and the total skyrmion number N s reduced to 12 in a wide temperature below T /J =2.9.
Very interestingly, when B z is enhanced, for examples, to 0.23, 0.25, and 0.27 T, the calculated spin configurations are found to re-assume the regular HCP SkX texture in the low temperature region as shown in Figure  5(d) , and the total skyrmion numbers are equal to 12 in all these cases.
F. Skyrmions Plus Bimerons Texture Formed at the Transition Field
The SkX texture can be maintained until the external magnetic field is increased up to the critical value B c z = 0.28 T. At T /J = 2.4, which is just below the FM phase, the total skyrmion number N s is reduced to 8, and the periodical length λ is increased to a value slightly larger than 15, but the skyrmions are still distributed in the regular HCP pattern as shown in Figure 6(a) .
Within the external magnetic field of this strength, as temperature drops to the range T /J ≤ 2.3, a helical plus SkX texture emerges on the monolayer as shown in Figure 6(b) . These helical strips are of finite lengths. They are called bimerons, and expected to arise above the ground helical strip states as the external magnetic field increases [10, 37, 38] . A bimeron has two half-skyrmions at its two ends which are connected by a rectangular strip domain. Thus each of the half-skyrmions bears opposite half skyrmion charges in the continuous model [34] . The spin structures of the full skyrmions and bimerons shown in the figure are all right-handed, and they are separated by considerably deformed and non-fully developed anticlockwise vortices so as to minimize the total energy of the whole magnetic system.
G. Finite Helical Strips and Sparse Skyrmions Induced in Strong Magnetic Field
When B z = 0.29 T and T /J ≤ 2.3, six helical strips are observed. They are all parallel with [110] , and the periodical length λ is increased to 15. Four of these strips terminate inside the 30 × 30 lattice, and each of them has a half-skyrmion at its one end. So we can speculate that all the strips are finitely long, so they are actually bimerons. The ending half skyrmions are all righthanded, so are the rectangular parts of the strips since D > 0. In comparison with those shown in Figure 6 (b), these strips are much longer. This effect becomes more evident when B z is increased to 0.30 T: the helical strips look much longer along the diagonal of the square lattice. Interestingly, in the low temperature region T /J ≤ 2, the periodical distances between the strips become 10 in the x-direction, but 14 in the y-direction.
This finite-helical-strip texture maintains until B z is increased to 0.35 T. When B z = 0.36 T, four skyrmions are observed at T /J = 1.9, 1.8, and 1.7 inside the square lattice. However, the skyrmions are not evenly distributed, since now the 30×30 square lattice does not fit the periodical textures even if they exist in reality. Nevertheless, as temperature T /J falls down below 1.6, the magnetic system re-assumes its finite-long-strip structure again. These strips can be classified into two groups which are orthogonal to each other. Now λ is now about 14, which mismatches with the lattice size, so that the calculated spin configuration does not look very symmetric. Therefore, to obtain accurate calculated results, we must adjust the lattice size to find the best one which has the lowest total (free ) energy.
While B z is further increased, the spin textures consisting of sparse deformed skyrmions and vortices can be observed, but they are quite irregular, probably for the sake just described.
Finally, as B z ≥ 0.86 T, all spins are rotated by the external magnetic field to the z-direction, the whole system becomes completely ferromagnetic.
H. Topological Charge Numbers and Helicities of the Chiral Spin Textures
With Eq.(4,5) given in Sec.II, the sums of the topological densities, i ρ i , over the whole lattice and the averaged helicities per site γ for the various spin textures are calculated, and their curves are plotted in Figure 7 . For a SkX texture, the averaged topological charge Q av per spin complex, consisting of one skyrmion and its neighboring area, can be estimated by dividing i ρ i with the skyrmion number N s observed inside the lattice. Table 1 lists the averaged values obtained at T /J = 0.1 in external magnetic field. We know that as B z changes from 0.11 to 0.27 T, N s decreases from 18 to 12, so Q av is expected to change accordingly as well. Table 1 . Topological charges calculated at T /J = 0.10.
In continuous model, the topological charges of skymions are non-zero integers, and those of vortices are half integers. The skyrmions we get so far are all Blochtype, thus Q of a sknymion is expected to be very close to -1 in the present case. However, our calculated topological charges are far away from -1 for all spin complexes. So even the contributions by the four surrounding unfully developed vortices are considered, we can hardly see any possibility for the topological charges of the skyrmions to be integers, this phenomena has been noticed by previous authors in Monte Carlo simulations [34, 35] . The main reason is that we have used a discrete quantum model instead of a continuous one, it is only in the classical model that the topological conception is strictly valid and the winding numbers can be non-zero integers [24] In the absence of external magnetic field, the helical structure is the ground state of the system, no skyrmion is formed, so i ρ i = 0, and the helicity per spin γ = -0.831 while T /J ≤ 3.2.
When B z = 0.10 T, the system behaves extremely unusually. In the temperature region T /J ≤ 3.0, i ρ i is always equal to zero, that is, no skyrmion can be formed and the helical texture dominates. However, at T /J = 3.2, i ρ i suddenly falls down to -13.201 (Q av = -0.7334) where SkX emerges, then immediately increases to -7.568 (Q av = -0.420) at T /J = 0.31 where the SkX is considerably deformed as shown in Figure 2 .
While B z = 0.28 T and T /J = 2.4, 8 skyrmions are observed. But below this temperature, 4 complete skyrmions and 4 bimerons appear. If one bimeron is considered to be composed of two semi-skyrmions, so the total skyrmion number shown in Figure 6 (b) is approximately 8, which gives Q av = -0.830, that is close to the values listed in Table 1 .
Obviously, if the system is ferromagnetic, the averaged helicity per site γ is equal to zero. In the helical state, γ is around -0.8313, and in the case of SkX, the helicity is found to be in the region -0.7822 < γ < -0.4072, as shown in Figure 7 (b). The points with γ = 0 form the boundary between the ferromagnetic and chiral phases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In conclusions, we have employed a quantum simulation approach to investigate a quasi-2D Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si-like ferromagnetic system based on the scaled grid model. We find that: in the absence of external magnetic field, the helical texture is the ground state; when a moderate weak external magnetic field is exerted perpendicular to the monolayer, SkX texture of the HCP structure is induced; as the magnetic field is increased, the SkX texture can be deformed, rotated, and the skyrmion number reduced; afterwards, complicated spin structures, such as skyrmions plus bimerons, finite-long helical strips, sparse skyrmions surrounded by vortices, appear successively; and finally, the system becomes ferromagnetic when B z ≥ 0.86 T.
In every SkX, all skyrmions swirl clockwise, the spins in their boundary area form four unfully-developed shallow vortices which curl anti-clockwise, so that the total (free) energy of the whole system is minimized and the whole spin texture stabilized. As expected, in the core region of every skyrmion, the spins align anti-parallel to the applied field, and all chiral spin textures are right-handed since a positive D is used in simulations.
In a zero or weak magnetic field, the periodic wavelengths of the helical and SkX textures agree precisely with the theoretical value. As B z is enhanced, the periodicity is increased as well. Consequently, the lattice size chosen for simulation cannot fit the spin texture any longer, this mismatch can destroy the periodical structures in simulations even they exist in real systems. Therefore, in order to generate symmetric and periodic spin textures and to study the physical properties accurately in strong external magnetic field, the lattice size has to be adjusted. In principle, a lattice which gives the lowest total (free) energy is expected to produce the best results.
All skyrmions shown above are Bloch-type, and from their shapes one very likely expects the topological charges to be around ±1. However, our calculations gives Q av ∼ 0.8 for a spin complex consisting of a skyrmion and its neighboring spins. It is well known that the conception of topology can only be strictly valid and vigorously applied in a continuous filed [24] . However, the quantum model we employ in the present work is discrete, so the topological charges we get in simulations cannot be non-zero integers.
An isolated skyrmion can be induced from the helical state when the external magnetic field is stronger than the critical value B c1 = 0.2D 2 /J [32, 33, 39] . Substituting the values of J and D we use here into this formulae provides B c1 = 0.148 T, which is comparable to B c1 = 0.110 T which we get in simulations. On the other hand, if B z exceeds another critical value B c2 = 0.8D 2 /J , SkX texture disappears, the SkX plus bimeron state emerges [32, 33, 39] . For FeGe and Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 Si, the ratios of the two transition fields, B c1 /B c2 , are found to be in the range of [0.3, 0.39]. In our case, B c2 = 0.28 T, the ratio is approximately equal to 0.39, which is consistent well with the theoretical prediction and experimental results.
Very often, the skyrmion size, or wavelengths of SkX lattices are quite large in chiral magnetic systems. To display their periodical spin textures, the grid model has to be used, where J and D parameters are scaled, so are other physical quantities. In our theoretical model, the grid is further quantized as a spin. From the calculated results presented in this article, we can conclude that this treatment is quite effective in describing the various microscopic spin textures, thus the macroscopic magnetic properties of quasi-2D systems, both driven by the external magnetic field and temperature.
On the other hand, the skymions recently observed at interfaces are a few nanometers in diameter [17, 25, 26, 32] , and it is these magnetic materials that are of importantly practical value in technology. In these magnetic systems, the vectors of spin textures cannot be continuous, thus our discrete quantum model is expected to be more accurate than the classical ones.
